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Mika
Life in Cartoon Motion (Universal)

✪ ✪ ✪ ✪
Mika’s debut is poised to do for Freddie Mercury
what the Scissor Sisters’ did for Elton John. Both
albums make older listeners nostalgic for an
oldie-but-goodie while simultaneously introduc-
ing the sound to a younger audience. Charitably,
what Mika accomplishes is homage. Less charita-
bly, it’s the most shameless appropriation of
Queen since “Ice Ice Baby.” Still, it lives up to the
hype—here’s the album hipsters will be playing at
the beach this summer. Make “Lollipop” your
ringtone now, because soon it’s going to be ubiq-

uitous. Whether Mika’s Freddie impersonation will still be charming this fall is
another matter, but oh, what a summer album.  —MATTHEW C. POE

Judy Henske
Big Judy: How Far This Music Goes, 1962–2004 (Rhino Handmade)

✪ ✪ ✪ ✪
We hear a lot these days about under-recognized
singers, and it’s become fashionable for contempo-
rary musicians to unearth albums by shoulda-been-
stars. Well, it’s time Judy Henske got her due. As evi-
denced by the title, Henske has over 40 years in the
business under her belt. She’s also got a huge voice,
a wicked sense of humor, and a love—and mastery—
of genres spanning folk, jazz, and rock. From her sig-
nature blues-tinged “High Flying Bird” to the psy-
chedelic “Snowblind” and the jazzy, melancholic
“Cocktail World,” this collection proves there is no
one quite like her. And that’s a very good thing
indeed.  —MIKEL WADEWITZ

Macy Gray
Big (Geffen Records)

✪ ✪ ✪ ✪
Gray’s latest collection is a near-classic R&B blast
with a dark humorous streak and her wacky
squeak of a voice in fine form. The lead single,
“Finally Made Me Happy,” celebrates the moment
of her ex’s departure, a clever turnabout with
angelic backing harmonies, and “Strange
Behavior” is a rather vicious take on relationships
entangled in financial interdependency, 
ending in her murdering her boyfriend because
she “needs the paper”—a seriously off-the-wall
effort. On the softer side, “One For Me” shares 

the true joy of being lucky enough to meet your perfect match. It’s her best 
work so far.  —CHRIS FREEMAN
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